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Writing with Power and Verve: Imagery and Poetry  
In this workshop for teens and adults, we'll explore poems that use imagery as a way to convey and share 
experiences. Through a series of short prompts and hands-on activities, we'll consider what makes for effective 
imagery and how to craft images that will connect with readers. We'll read poems by fellow Hoosiers writers like 
Ross Gay, Alessandra Lynch, and Adrian Matejka, unpacking their use of vivid imagery to understand how 
writers deploy figurative language to create certain effects. We'll write our own poems with the help of guided 
prompts and challenges, finding inspiration in the writing of others, one another, and in the world around us. 
We'll share our work-in-progress with one another in small groups and all together, offering feedback, 
appreciations, and suggestions. This workshop can be customized to focus on nature poetry or special occasion 
poetry (poems to celebrate, bless, remember, mourn), among others.  
 
Seeing, Hearing, Touching, Tasting, Listening: How Poetry Comes Alive  
In this workshop for elementary-aged students, we'll explore writing through our five senses, using our senses 
to make detailed observations about the world around us. We'll think carefully about how to describe what we 
notice and experience with precision, using what we'll call our "poetry sensors." We'll begin by taking a noticing 
walk, moving slowing and deliberately to help us practice seeing and sensing what we might otherwise miss. 
We'll come together to brainstorm word clouds and idea lists, thinking about different kinds of words (like 
nouns, adjectives, and verbs) and how they work to convey our senses and experiences. We'll write a poem 
together about our noticing walk. Then, we'll experience objects that stimulate different senses (we'll touch 
jello and sandpaper, listen to opera and sound effects, smell flowers and fruit), a crafting our own guided 
poems that make our readers feel what we sense. All participants will write and share their poem, performing it 
for the group while the audience listens and imagines the sensations the poem describes.  
 
Callista Buchen is the author of the full-length poetry collection Look Look Look (Black Lawrence Press, 2019), 
and the chapbooks The Bloody Planet (Black Lawrence Press, 2015) and Double-Mouthed (dancing girl press, 
2016). Her work appears in Harpur Palate, Puerto del Sol, Fourteen Hills, and many other journals, and she is 
the winner of the Langston Hughes Award and DIAGRAM's essay contest. She teaches at Franklin College, 
where she directs the creative writing program. 

 

 
Workshop Leader: Callista Buchen 
Contact: cmbuchen@gmail.com  
               541-232-3561 
 
Genre: Poetry 
Workshop Length: Adaptable 
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Workshop Leader: Jennifer Ann Coffeen 
Contact: jencoffeen@gmail.com | 312-735-1963 
 
Genre: Romance 
Length: 2 hours 
 

 
How to Write Romance: Creating a Page Turner 
Romance is one of the hottest-selling genres on the fiction market. But how do you turn your story into page 
turner? This two-hour class will focus on the fine details of writing a romance novel or short story. We'll focus 
on setting, plot, character, and dialogue to make your romance into a book readers can’t put down. This class 
is appropriate for writers of all levels - beginners who want to learn more about the romance genre, to writers 
looking to put the final touches on their stories. Come prepared to write! We’ll use class discussion and fun 
writing exercises to help take your story to the next level. We’ll end the class with a guide on the publishing 
world to help you take your first steps into the romance market. 
 
Jennifer Ann Coffeen is the author of several historical romance novels (Priceless Deception, Lover's Gamble, A 
Deal with Lord Devlin) as well as short stories. Her short story "Tooth" (Streetlight Magazine) was nominated for 
a 2017 Pushcart Prize.  She is a founding member of the kates and performed with Live Lit shows including 
Write Club, Story Club, Serving the Sentence, and Guts & Glory. Jennifer is a writing instructor and the Festival 
Director for StoryStudio Chicago. 
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Workshop Leader: Bryan Furuness 
Contact: furuness@gmail.com | 317-850-2799 
 
Genre: Fiction 
Length: 75 minutes – 2 ½ hours 
 

 
Remix: Writing Edition	
Writers and other artists often feel pressure to be "original." However, most of our favorite stories and other 
works of art aren't actually all that original. They tend to have a "core of familiarity and a fringe of novelty." 
One way to achieve that balance is to take something old and make it new in some way. To remix it, in other 
words. During this workshop, participants will cycle through several stations to try different ways of remixing 
the “source material.” Participants will cut and paste, add and erase to make new stories from old material. 	
	
Bryan Furuness is the author of a couple of novels, The Lost Episodes of Revie Bryson and Do Not Go On. He is 
the editor of the anthology My Name was Never Frankenstein: And Other Classic Adventure Tales Remixed, and 
the co-editor (with Michael Martone) of Winesburg, Indiana. His stories have appeared in New Stories from the 
Midwest and Best American Nonrequired Reading, and elsewhere. He lives in Indianapolis, where he teaches at 
Butler University. 
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Workshop Leader: Dave Griffith 
Contact:  dgriff8@gmail.com | (434) 316-3683 
 
Genre: Nonfiction; all 
Length: Adaptable 
 

 
Bearing Witness: Raising Awareness and Promoting Justice Through Nonfiction 
Join essayist Dave Griffith, author of A Good War is Hard to Find: The Art of Violence in America, for a two-hour 
masterclass on how writing about the issues and injustices right outside our front door can promote justice 
and disrupt cycles of violence and neglect. Participants will reflect on how writers can transform anger, fear, 
and grief into work that raises awareness and promotes change. 
 
Write Differently: A Workshop for Young Writers on the Autism Spectrum 
“Write Differently” is a workshop for writers on the autism spectrum aimed at celebrating the unique abilities 
and passions of those who are neurologically diverse. This two-hour workshop will focus on helping each writer 
to embrace their neurological differences and use them to their advantage in the creation of works of fiction, 
nonfiction, and poetry. 
 
Dave Griffith is the author of A Good War is Hard to Find: The Art of Violence in America, a collection of essays 
reflecting on how images of violence in film, literature, and news media shape our collective understanding of 
violence as a means of solving problems. For the past two decades, Dave has been leading creative writing 
workshops for writers of all ages and levels of experience. Formerly director of creative writing at Interlochen 
Arts Academy in Michigan, he now serves as a professor in the Center for University Advising at the University 
of Notre Dame. He lives in South Bend, where he directs Write Differently, a program offering workshops for 
young writers on the autism spectrum. 
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Workshop Leader: Lucrecia Guerrero 
Contact: guerrero.lucrecia@yahoo.com  
               937-776-1425  
 
Genre: Fiction 
Length: 2 hours 
 

 
Flash Fiction 
Are you a beginning writer intimidated by tackling a longer work? Or are you simply interested in creating a 
small gem?  Word lovers will want to take this two-hour workshop for writers of all levels. We’ll look at 
examples of flash fiction ranging from 500-1500 words. I’ll provide writing exercises to get you started on your 
own flash.  Volunteers are welcome to share their work, but there is no pressure. Let’s have fun playing with 
words and sentences that may lead to—your own flash fiction! 
 
Lucrecia Guerrero teaches fiction-writing at workshops and writing conferences. Her short fiction appear in 
literary journals such as "The Antioch Review," and anthologized in "Fantasmas," "Best of the West," and "Not 
Like the Rest of Us," a collection celebrating Indiana writers. She coauthored "Coming Home," an Indiana 
Bicentennial play. "Chasing Shadows," a linked collection of short stories was published by Chronicle Books, 
and "Tree of Sighs," a novel, by Bilingual Press at Arizona State. "Tree" was awarded a Christopher Isherwood 
Fellowship and a Premio Aztlan Literary Award. Lucrecia recently completed a novel, "What We Cannot Hold." 
She delights in facilitating writing workshops and interacting with writers of all levels. 
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Workshop Leader: Jean Harper 
Contact: jeharper@iue.edu 
 
Genre: Memoir 
Length: 60-75 minutes 
 

 
Who Are You? 
Telling our own stories is an important and powerful way to figure out who we are, what matters to us, and 
what makes us unique in the world.  As Hoosiers, we have many stories to tell, and people inside our state and 
beyond, need to hear those stories, know who we are, and why we matter. This writing workshop will tap into 
participants' memories, by asking 20 guiding prompts beginning with simple information, then proceeding to 
more detailed memories, and finally to the more profound, perhaps existential questions: What matters most to 
you in your life? Who is your hero; and who is not? What is the one thing you want to do before you die? 
 
We go through the 20 prompts one by one, then do a deepening writing exercise with what we’ve discovered.  
Then, we share what we have written (this is of course, always optional). Our goal is to see new connections in 
our lives between the ordinary (where were you born?) and the mysterious (why am I here?), out of which come 
new insights, stories, and moments of "ah ha." 
 
Jean Harper is the author of two award-winning memoirs: Still Life with Horses and Rose City: A Memoir of 
Work.  She is a recipient of a 2012 National Endowment for the Arts Fellowship in Prose, and teaches writing 
and creative writing at Indiana University East, in Richmond, Indiana. 
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Workshop Leader: Samuel Love 
Contact: samuelalove219@gmail.com 
 
Genre: Creative Nonfiction 
Length: 90 minutes (presentation + interactive) 
 

 
The Commonplace Book – An Ancient Method for Modern Information Management 
This workshop will introduce participants to a historic method of compiling and organizing important personal 
and local information, known as the "Commonplace Book." Long before the Internet, each advancement in 
communication technologies triggered a sense of information overload and social anxiety. For centuries people 
have used Commonplace Books to make sense of the world and this technique can trace its modern 
descendants through to today's scrapbooks, zines, and even social media. Workshop participants will learn 
about the long history commonplacing and its application to our contemporary public and private life.  
 
The workshop begins with a 45 minute presentation and discussion about the long history of Commonplace 
Books, how they were compiled, and for what reasons. Special attention is given to the ways women, living in 
an era where they were excluded from formal education, used them for intellectual development. During the 
interactive half of the workshop, participants will compile selections from local histories into a commonplace 
book and conclude with short writing exercises to generate their own contributions in the form of new place-
based writing. 
 
Samuel Love is a social practice artist from Gary, Indiana who organizes public projects that connect 
communities to their cultural histories through publishing, multi-media installations, and performance. He is a 
2019-2020 fellow with the Center for Community Progress Community Revitalization Fellowship and the 
Indiana Arts Commission On Ramp Fellowship and is the editor of the forthcoming Gary Anthology for Belt 
Publishing. 
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Workshop Leader: Saundra Mitchell 
Contact: hi.saundra@gmail.com  
               317-883-7137 
 
Genre: Fiction 
Length: 1-2 hours  

 
Letters from Imaginary Places 
In this workshop, we're going to create a world together! Using the Dewey Decimal system, I will teach writers 
how to create, investigate and populate a new world for original fiction and non-fiction. As we work step by 
step through the elements of world building (what's the weather like? The terrain? The language? The food?), 
participants will make notes for the final exercise: writing a letter home from their imaginary place! This 
program is a great foundational workshop for writers, popular during NaNoWriMo, and an excellent way to 
introduce library literacy.  
 
This program can be as short as 1 hour and as long as 2 hours, depending on time constraints. It does require 
the use of a laptop or USB projector for the PowerPoint guide, and pen/pencil and paper for the workshop 
writers. Writers are also welcome to use laptops, Chromebooks or text programs on their phone. I can also 
provide a PDF of the presentation to use as handouts or for future reference. I am willing to teach this course to 
teachers, and provide the PDF and PowerPoint presentation so they can teach it to their own students. 
 
Saundra Mitchell has been a phone psychic, a car salesperson, a denture-deliverer and a layout waxer. She’s 
dodged trains, endured basic training, and hitchhiked from Montana to California. The author of nearly twenty 
books for tweens and teens, Mitchell’s work includes SHADOWED SUMMER, THE VESPERTINE series, ALL THE 
THINGS WE DO IN THE DARK, a novel forthcoming from HarperTEEN and the forthcoming CAMP MURDERFACE 
series with Josh Berk. She is the editor of three anthologies for teens, DEFY THE DARK, ALL OUT and OUT NOW. 
She always picks truth; dares are too easy. 
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Workshop Leader: Alicia Rasley 
Contact: rasley@gmail.com | 317-694-6732 
 
Genre: Fiction 
Length: Adaptable; 2-4 hours 
 

 
Story-builders! Let’s Get Started Plotting!  
Do you have a story in you? Is there an idea or character you want to explore? Here’s your chance to get started 
with the guidance of a veteran writer and affirmative editor, Alicia Rasley. We’ll start with your idea, and build 
out from there—explore the characters, organize the plot, outline dramatic events. Here’s what we’ll be doing 
in this fun and practical workshop: 
 

1. Developing your story through the Three Plotlines (External, Internal, Interactional) 
2. Channeling your characters and discovering their journey, goal, and strengths/weaknesses 
3. Changing the characters through events of the plot 
4. Intensifying the conflict and character change 
5. Ending the story with drama and resolution 

 
It sounds like a lot, but we can do it all in one workshop! By the time we’re done, you’ll have an outline of the 
three acts of the story plot, AND a summary of the character’s internal journey. You’ll be excited and ready to 
get started writing or revising your story! There’s a bigger market for stories than ever before, so here’s your 
chance to plunge right into that story you’ve wanted to write. 
 
Alicia Rasley is an award-winning novelist whose mystery, science fiction, family saga, and romance novels 
have released by major publishers. She has edited dozens of stories, and teaches fiction writing in workshops 
and online. She also teaches college students how to write essays at a state university. An Indiana native, she 
currently lives on the White River, and is developing a podcast about the challenges that come up when you’re 
plotting a story. She loves to help brainstorm other people’s stories and research solutions to writing and 
grammar problems! Her writing articles can be found at www.aliciarasley.com.  
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Workshop Leader: Nick Reading  
Contact: nicholas.reading@gmail.com  
              804-349-2687  
 
Genre: Poetry 
Length: 2-3 hours 
 

 
Everyone’s Everyday Poem 
This workshop will focus on poems that use daily experiences as material. Whether it be an embrace with a 
partner in the morning, noticing a bee by the hydrangea, or whatever might have made us pause in our busy 
days, there is almost always something that we remember when we retire at night. Many poets, obviously, have 
used these everyday experiences as the subject for poems that have proved timeless. We will discuss examples 
of poems and generate our own writing. Ultimately, our purpose is to appreciate the mundane by crafting our 
language, engaging in discovery, and elevating ourselves through honest reflection in the hope that we arrive 
at a truth organic.  
 
Participants will discuss examples of everyday poems, with a focus on regional authors. Time will be devoted to 
generating original ideas and writing. We will share our work with a focus on author and audience discovery.  
This workshop is for everyone from students and teachers and anybody seeking more exposure to the creative 
aspect of literature. Everybody gets a poem.  
 
Nick Reading is the author of Love & Sundries (Split Lip Press) and The Party In Question, winner of the 
Burnside Review Chapbook Contest. His work has appeared in many journals including Barrow Street, 
Cincinnati Review, Gulf Coast, Painted Bride Quarterly and jubilat. With over a decade in editorial experience he 
currently serves as the poetry editor for Sport Literate. He has taught workshops at the Indianapolis Writer’s 
Center, schools, universities, and around the Indianapolis area. In the belief that writing should always and 
most importantly be fun, he has a lot of fun. For more, visit nickreading.com.  
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Workshop Leader: Larry D. Sweazy 
Contact: larrysweazy@prodigy.net   
               317-797-6369 
 
Genre: Fiction 
Length: 3 hours 
 

 
The Big Secret: Starting and Finishing Your Novel  
Here’s the big secret about writing novels: The hardest part of writing a novel is finishing it. The day by day 
grind it takes to write a novel can be overwhelming. Great ideas tire out. Real life gets in the way. Doubt over 
takes the dream. In this interactive workshop, Larry D. Sweazy will share proven tips and help beginning and 
seasoned writers alike to build the skills that they need to finish that special novel. Topics discussed will be 
time management, building a toolbox, finding support, writing tips, and most importantly living life as 
writer—even if they’re not published. Students should come prepared to write in class. Exercises include 
determining how many words can be written in a sitting, character creation, designing titles, writing query 
letters, and submission techniques. This workshop is designed to jump start a writers dream and turn it into a 
happy reality. 

Larry D. Sweazy is a multiple-award author of fourteen western and mystery novels and over eighty nonfiction 
articles and short stories. He has worked as a freelancer in the publishing industry for the last twenty-one 
years as an indexer as well as a writer. He speaks about creativity and writing and teaches at workshops 
regularly to share his story and what he has learned to fellow dreamers. Larry lives in Noblesville, Indiana with 
his wife, Rose. More information can be found at www.larrydsweazy.com. 
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Workshop Leader: Shari Wagner 
Contact: sharimwagner@gmail.com  
               317-612-4368 
 
Genre: Poetry 
Length: 2 or 2 ½ hours; Minimum length: 1 hour; 
Maximum: 4 hours 
 

 
Poetry as Memoir: Exploring the Terrain 
Members of this writing workshop will be surprised by the details and insights they discover as they explore 
memory’s terrain with the tools of the poet. This workshop is adaptable to almost any age and experience level 
and includes an introduction to the memoir focus and writing prompt; discussion of accessible and engaging 
poetry models; creation of a collaborative list poem related to the prompt; tips on the writing process; writing 
exercises designed to draw forth memories, sensory details, and associative leaps; time to work on a rough 
draft; and the opportunity for volunteers to share what they’ve written. A few examples of Shari Wagner’s 
previous Poetry as Memoir workshops include Exploring an Inheritance; Return to a Childhood Place; A Coming 
of Age Experience; What I Learned from a Family Member; Looking at a Family Photograph; School Recollections; 
My First Job; Memories of a Library; and Memories Related to Music. These are just examples. Shari looks 
forward to designing a poetry workshop with a memoir theme tailored to the background or interests of your 
specific group. 
 
Former Indiana Poet Laureate Shari Wagner is the author of three poetry books: The Farm Wife’s Almanac, The 
Harmonist at Nightfall, and Evening Chore. She co-authored A Hundred Camels: A Doctor’s Sojourn and Murder 
Trial in Somalia and Making the Rounds: Memoirs of a Small Town Doctor and edited the anthologies Finding 
the Words: Stories and Poems of Women Veterans and Returning: Stories from the Indianapolis Senior Center. 
Shari has taught in grade schools, high schools, universities, libraries, and senior centers. Currently she 
teaches for the Indiana Writers Center, Bethany Theological Seminary, and IUPUI’s Religion, Spirituality and the 
Arts Initiative.  

 


